JOIN LIVE PROJECTS TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Are You Already a Trained Professional and Still Not Getting Jobs
Then you must have problems with your practical knowledge in web development. We have found that
80% of the candidates don't get jobs in the industry even after going through training programs in web
development because they lack real life project experiences.
There are professionals, who want to shift from one field to another, say from database management to
programming, because they think there are better career opportunities in that field. But, again, they do
not get their first openings simply because they do have live project experience in that field.
You can join us and get trained in one of our live projects under the guidance of a highly experienced
team of projects managers. At any point in time, we have multiple PHP live projects, ASP.NET live
projects, web designing live projects, and software testing live projects running in our organization for
you to choose from. Moreover, you will get opportunities to work in our own development centre of
Webslate Software.
Each of our projects will give you a working experience in complete life cycle of project from designing
the project specifications, to creating database, communicating with the client, programming the
project, hosting, beta testing and taking care of client feedback. We have seen that once a student
completes our live projects, 100% of them get multiple job opportunities. Each of our projects will give
you a working experience in complete life cycle of project from designing the project specifications, to
creating database, communicating with the client, programming the project, hosting, beta testing and
taking care of client feedback. We have seen that once a student completes our live projects, 100% of
them get multiple job opportunities.

SUMMER AND WINTER TRAINING

Do you want to make your vacations more useful and productive with summer and winter training? If
you want to excel in the information technology sector, Webslate Software is the place to be during
your vacations. A wide gamut of industry friendly summer and winter training awaits you here. As you
step in with a dream to create your own identity, the Webslate Software Summer and Winter Training
courses lets you realize your goals.

If you want to carve a niche as a premier information technology professional, Webslate Software
Summer and Winter Training are the ideal courses to join. You may just be pursuing masters in
computer applications course and lack adequate time for enrolling in other full time curriculum. These
vacations are the ideal time to join these training courses and get and the project

These courses lasts for a short time frame and you can enroll for various options like PHP Summer
Training, Web Designing winter training, SEO summer training, Dot Net winter Training etc. You get the
chance to interact with industry experts who provides valuable suggestions and tips. It is the best way to
get enriched with high end summer and winter training programs where live project knowledge is also
provided. Stay ahead of all in the vacations by enrolling with Webslate Software and reach the pinnacle
of IT excellence.

Training Features

High-standards of training from prominent industry experts :









Hands-on soft skills development.
One-on-one interaction with each student; personal workstations.
Anytime broadband internet access Convenient ‘on floor’ practice facility.
Practical sessions at work stations and labs.
Regularly updated course material to offer the lates.
A resourceful library (reference books, e-books) at disposal.
Involvement in ‘real life international projects’.
Weekend classes for working participants.
Advanced web servers to host your work.

TRAINING PROCESS
Quality training demands quality infrastructure. Webslate Software not only provide you with the cream
of the industry experts as the training faculty, but also the state-of-the-art infrastructure for a complete
learning experience.











State-of-the-art servers
Unique wireless network
High capacity Broadband Internet service
The latest range of work terminals
Interactive audio-video multimedia sessions
Advanced web servers to host your work
A library with reference books for web programming and the latest trends
A valuable collection of e-books/ books
Exemplary reports & case studies from our own success stories
Centrally air-conditioned environment

We pay individual attention to each student: Our batch is limited to 20 students only. This way we
ensure each one gets the best of us with carefully designed one-on-one coaching structure.
We deliver the best knowledge in the simplest form: We at Webslate Software believe in nothing but
the best. Hence we design our course in accordance with the time-tested modules practiced by the toplevel universities and companies. The resultant easy to learn and easier to apply approach adds to a
comprehensive learning experience.
Our knowledge streaming process:
Our goal is to shape IT professionals who have the potential to deliver international standards. We
encourage our students to streamline their learning curve through an industry-oriented outlook with
equal stress on hands-on field application along with theories.







Interactive classes with industry experts.
Practical sessions at work stations and labs.
A scope to self-assessment, to bring out hidden talents and develop intuition.
Unique opportunity to get involved in 'real life international projects'.
Weekend classes designed ideally for working professionals.
Option for post-course extended learning to ensure continuity.

Web Designing course details

HTML










HTML Introduction
HTML Editors
HTML Basic
HTML Elements
HTML Attributes
HTML Headings
HTML Paragraphs
HTML Formatting
HTML Links










HTML CSS HTML Head
HTML Images
HTML Tables
HTML Lists
HTML Blocks
HTML Layout
HTML Forms
HTML Iframes

 HTML Colors
 HTML Color names
 HTML Color values








HTML JavaScript
HTML Entities
HTML URL Encode
HTML Quick List
HTML Summary
HTML XHTML










CSS Basic
CSS HOME
CSS Introduction
CSS Syntax
CSS Id & Class
CSS How To
CSS Backgrounds
CSS Text











CSS Fonts
CSS Links
CSS Lists
CSS Tables
CSS Box Model
CSS Border
CSS Outline
CSS Margin
CSS Padding











CSS Grouping/Nesting
CSS Dimension
CSS Display
CSS Positioning
CSS Floating
CSS Align
CSS Pseudo-class
CSS Pseudo-element
CSS Navigation Bar

CSS

Bootstrap









Introduction & main points revision of css
Grid Structure & Typography
Tables and forms
Images, helper classes
Glyphicons and dropdowns, Button groups and button dropdowns
Navigation, Pagination
Lables, Jumpotron, thumbnails, Alerts, progress bars, Listing, Panels
Bootstrap Plugins

HTML5













HTML5 Intro
HTML5 New Elements
HTML5 Canvas
HTML5 SVG
HTML5 Drag/Drop
HTML5 Geolocation
HTML5 Video
HTML5 Audio
HTML5 Input Types
HTML5 Form Elements
HTML5 Form Attributes
HTML5 Semantic

CSS3












CSS3 Introduction
CSS3 Borders
CSS3 Backgrounds
CSS3 Gradients
CSS3 Text Effects
CSS3 Fonts
CSS3 2D Transforms
CSS3 3D Transforms
CSS3 Transitions
CSS3 Animations
CSS3 Multiple Columns

Dreamwever















Introduction
Interface
Website Control
Starter pages
Preferences
Tag Structure & Text
CSS Basics
Typography
Images
Links
CSS Controlled Layout
Tables
Forms
User Interactivity (JAVASCRIPT)

The instructor was very knowledgeable and was able to answer all questions that came up. He clearly
has extensive knowledge in this domain area.

